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ABSTRACT
An ever increasing amount of data is being processed by par-

allel computation frameworks such as MapReduce [9] in data

centers. In this context, the coflow scheduling problem aims

at accelerating the completion of data processing tasks. In par-

ticular, it consists in scheduling individual flows according to

their relationship at application level, i.e. their membership to

coflows, such that the total average weighted coflow comple-

tion time is minimized. In this paper, we propose a compact

mixed integer linear formulation for the problem and apply a

Branch-and-Benders-Cut algorithm to efficiently solve it. On

a diverse set of instances, we show that our algorithm signifi-

cantly improves the CPU time computation compared to the

solution of the compact model.

1 INTRODUCTION
Most cloud providers nowadays feature the provisioning of

cluster computing as a service. Customers can launch their

compute-intensive tasks on big data frameworks such asMapRe-

duce [9] or Spark [21]. Such software frameworks rely on the

so called dataflow computing model for large-scale data pro-

cessing. It consists in a distributed computing paradigm where

each intermediate computation stage is distributed over a set

of nodes and its output is transferred to nodes hosting the next

stage. In between two computation stages, these dataflows are

producing a set of flows, called a coflow [5], that are bound

together by the same application task. Coflows represent a

standard traffic pattern abstraction in datacenters. In MapRe-

duce for instance, a coflow is a set of concurrent flows sent

from mapper nodes, i.e., senders, to a set of reducer nodes, i.e.,
receivers. Such flows are launched after mappers have com-

pleted their computing tasks. The data transfer phase between

mappers and reducers is called the shuffle phase and completes

only when all constituent flows are over.

The research line on datacenter coflow scheduling has been

initiated by the the seminal work of Chowdhury and Stoica [5,

8]. They observed that traffic management policies accounting

for the coflow structure significantly improve application-level

performance. Since then coflow scheduling is a mainstream

topic in network traffic engineering. The main challenge lies
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in the fact that computing frameworks can generate simultane-

ously thousands of flows per job [8]. When many jobs run in

parallel, network congestion occurs due to concurrent coflows.

In general, the coflow scheduling problem to minimize the

Coflow Completion Time (CCT) is strongly NP-hard and exact

solutions based on time-indexed MILPs (Mixed Integer Linear

Programs) suffer obvious scalability issues. Furthermore, it has

been proved recently that, for a related open-shop scheduling

problem, approximating the optimal solution is only possible

by a factor of 2−𝜖 , for any 𝜖 > 0 [4]. In other words, this renders

not viable to provide tight approximations of the optimal solu-

tion in a short amount of time. In fact, to date, the best deter-

ministic approximation ratio equals to 4 (and 5 if coflows have

release times) [1, 19, 20]. Even schedulers relying on relaxation

of time-indexed programs face issues related to the number

of variables [4, 15, 19]. Several types of schedulers have been

proposed [4] in the literature. Clairvoyant schedulers work

under perfect information on traffic sources, i.e., engaged ports,

flow volumes and flow release times. Semi-clairvoyant sched-

ulers [23] are robust to the lack of information, in particular

on exact flow volumes. Non-clairvoyant methods have been

studied as well in [8, 10, 11, 22] when prior knowledge is not

available, e.g., flow volumes, coflow release times or even the

coflow structure per flow is unknown [22].

One popular idea appearing in many research works sug-

gests to equalize flow transfer times per coflow [6] to let all

flows of a coflow finish at the same time. In fact, finishing some

flows before the bottlenecked one is irrelevant w.r.t. the CCT

of a coflow. In standard flow scheduling, shortest-flow-first

heuristics grant average flow service time minimization [17].

Varys [7] is a baseline reference for clairvoyant heuristics.

Even though recent scheduling algorithms like Sincronia [1]

have better performance, Varys has introduced several key

concepts at once. First, it combines shortest-flow-first, with

coflow equalization. Furthermore, it works based on the notion

of bottleneck link of a coflow, that is the link of the fabric which
experiences the maximal data transfer time. The schedule is

performed using a priority order: the priority of coflows is as-

signed dynamically and given to the coflow that would end

the soonest in isolation (i.e, if alone in the network). Hence,

its traffic on the bottleneck link is served in priority, possibly

pre-empting lower-priority coflows.

Sincronia [1, 20] resorts to a related primal-dual problem

and provides a greedy algorithm which is a (2 − 2

𝑛+1 ) approx-
imation for the primal problem. It relies on the results for

concurrent open shop scheduling on parallel machines de-

scribed in [16]. At each iteration, it computes the total load
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of each link and finds the link with the heaviest load. It then

chooses the coflow using the Smith rule, i.e., the minimum

ratio of weight and load on the bottleneck. It iterates on the

unsorted coflows until a sorting of all the coflows is obtained.

Once the order it decided by Sincronia, it has been shown that

any work-conserving rate allocation mechanism achieves a

weighted coflow completion time within 4 of the optimal as

long as coflows are prioritized respecting the order.

While a number of good heuristics and approximation algo-

rithms have already been proposed for the Weighted Coflow

Completion Time Minimization (WCCTM) problem, little has

been done on exact methods to attempt to solve optimally the

problem at larger scale. In this context, we model the problem

as an integer linear program to capture the case of a general

network topology where routes can be selected, i.e., multi-

ple routes are possible for flows of a coflow having the same

source-destination pairs. Furthermore, we derive a Branch-

and-Benders-Cut algorithm (BBC) to decouple the decisions

for completion times (Master problem) and individual flow

rates (Sub-problem). Based on completion time decisions, we

show how the sub-problems can be pre-processed, by removing

redundant constraints and variables. Our extensive numerical

exploration indicates that the proposed Branch-and-Benders-

Cut algorithm accelerates the solving time compared to the

compact model.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 introduces some

definitions and notations. Sec 3 presents a compact model

for the WCCTM problem. Sec. 4 describes the Branch-and-

Benders-Cut algorithm. Sec. 5 reports numerical results and

Sec. 6 concludes the paper.

2 NOTATIONS
In this section we give some definitions and notations used

throughout this paper. Consider a directed graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 ,L)
where 𝑉 is a set of nodes and L is a set of arcs with capacity

𝑏𝑙 ∈ R+, for all 𝑙 ∈ L. We consider that 𝐾 coflows are running

in parallel C = {𝐶1,𝐶2, ...,𝐶𝐾 }. Each coflow𝐶𝑘 is composed of

𝑛𝑘 flows with 𝐹𝑘 = {𝑓 𝑘1, 𝑓 𝑘2, .., 𝑓 𝑘𝑛𝑘 }. Each constituent flow

𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 is defined by a 4-tuple (𝑠𝑘 𝑗 , 𝑑𝑘 𝑗 ,P𝑘 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘 𝑗 ) where 𝑠𝑘 𝑗 , 𝑑𝑘 𝑗 ∈
𝑉 are source and destination nodes, respectively. We denote

P𝑘 𝑗 the set of paths between 𝑠𝑘 𝑗 to 𝑑𝑘 𝑗 , and 𝑣𝑘 𝑗 the flow

volume, i.e., the total amount of data to be transferred by flow

𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 . A coflow is considered completed only when all its flows

are over and the last time when the coflow is active is called

the Coflow Completion Time (CCT) for coflow 𝐶𝑘 . We use𝑤𝑘 to

denote the weight, i.e., the importance of each coflow 𝐶𝑘 ∈ C,
that is typically given by the application scheduler.

3 COMPACT MODEL
We now present a time-indexed compact model for the WC-

CTM problem (based on the discretization of a time horizon).

Let 𝑇 be a time-horizon that we partition into 𝑇𝑠 disjoint

slots of duration Δ units of time, denoted by 𝑢. Let T =

{1, . . . ,𝑇𝑠 }. The model computes the fraction of the total vol-

ume to be transferred by each flow at each time slot together

with the completion time of each coflow. We suppose that

𝑏𝑙 represents the link capacity associated with 𝑙 ∈ L, in 𝑀𝑏

per time slot. For this model, three types of variables are re-

quired: 𝑥
𝑘 𝑗
𝑝 (𝑡) ∈ [0, 1], which represents the fraction of the

total volume of flow 𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 , associated with coflow 𝐶𝑘 ∈ C sent

during time-slot 𝑡 ∈ T on path 𝑝 ∈ P𝑘 𝑗 ; 𝑦𝑘 (𝑡) ∈ {0, 1}, which
equals 1 if time-slot 𝑡 ∈ T is the final time-slot used by coflow

𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, 0 otherwise; 𝛾𝑘 (𝑡) ∈ [0, 1], which represents the un-

used percentage of the final time-slot 𝑡 ∈ T (the last where

coflow 𝐶𝑘 ∈ C is active). Note that for a coflow 𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, the
completion time 𝐶𝑇𝑘 equals

∑
𝑡 ∈T

Δ(𝑡𝑦𝑘 (𝑡) − 𝛾𝑘 (𝑡)). Hence the

WCCTM problem writes as the following MILP:

min

∑
𝐶𝑘 ∈C

𝑤𝑘

∑
𝑡∈T

Δ(𝑡𝑦𝑘 (𝑡 ) − 𝛾𝑘 (𝑡 )) (1)∑
𝑡∈T

𝑦𝑘 (𝑡 ) = 1 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, (2)∑
𝑡∈T

∑
𝑝∈P𝑘 𝑗

𝑥
𝑘 𝑗
𝑝 (𝑡 ) = 1 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘 , (3)

𝛾𝑘 (𝑡 ) ≤ 𝑦𝑘 (𝑡 ) ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑡 ∈ T (4)∑
𝐶𝑘 ∈C

∑
𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈𝐹𝑘

𝑣𝑘 𝑗
∑

𝑝∈P𝑘 𝑗
:𝑙∈𝑝

𝑥𝑘 𝑗 (𝑡 ) ≤ 𝑏𝑙 ∀𝑙 ∈ L, ∀𝑡 ∈ T, (5)

𝑇𝑠∑
𝑡′=𝑡

(
∑

𝑝∈P𝑘 𝑗

𝑥
𝑘 𝑗
𝑝 (𝑡 ′) − 𝑦𝑘 (𝑡 ′)) ≤ 0 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘 , ∀𝑡 ∈ T, (6)∑

𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈𝐹𝑘

𝑣𝑘 𝑗
∑

𝑝∈P𝑘 𝑗
:𝑙∈𝑝

𝑥𝑘 𝑗 (𝑡 ) ≤ (1 − 𝛾𝑘 (𝑡 ))𝑏𝑙 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑙 ∈ L, ∀𝑡 ∈ T, (7)

0 ≤ 𝑥𝑘 𝑗 (𝑡 ) ≤ 1 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘 , ∀𝑡 ∈ T,
0 ≤ 𝛾𝑘 (𝑡 ) ≤ 1 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑡 ∈ T,
𝑦𝑘 (𝑡 ) ∈ {0, 1} ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑡 ∈ T .

Constraints (2) select exactly one final time-slot for each

coflow. Constraints (3) guarantee that all flows are served.

Constraints (4) link𝑦 and 𝛾 variables. Constraints (5) represent

the port capacity constraints. Constraints (6) ensure that, for

every coflow, all flows are sent before the final time-slot. Finally,

Constraints (7) decreases the port capacity during the final

time-slot. This allows to compute the unused part of the final

time-slot of each coflow.

Model (1)-(7) is composed of one family of integer variables

and two families of continuous variables. The number of con-

tinuous variables is huge (𝑂 ( |C| × 𝑛max × 𝑝max × 𝑇𝑠 ) where
𝑛max = max

𝐶𝑘 ∈C
{𝑛𝑘 } and 𝑝max = max

𝐶𝑘 ∈C
max

𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈𝐹𝑘
{P𝑘 𝑗 }).

(a) Coflow 0, Time Slot 0 (b) Coflow 1, Time Slot 0

(c) Coflow 0, Time Slot 1 (d) Coflow 1, Time Slot 1

Figure 1: Example of two coflows where each row repre-
sents 1 time slot of duration 1𝑢.
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In time-indexed coflow scheduling models, setting the time

slot to a smaller duration Δ provides finer rate control variables.

But, since the number of controlled variables used in the MILP

increases it would be preferable to set it to a larger value. An

example is reported in Fig. 1 with two coflows of weight 1, each

one having 1 flow of volume 1𝑀𝑏. Their traffic is sent over a

single link of capacity 1𝑀𝑏/𝑢 and the length of time horizon

is 2 units of time (2𝑢). Coflow 1 needs to wait until coflow 0

finishes to start sending traffic, due to capacity constraints.

Therefore, coflow 0 finishes after 1𝑢, and coflow 1 finishes

after 2𝑢. Then, the weighted average CCT is 1.5, which is the

optimal solution. One may argue that the model should not

be necessarily time-indexed discretized and only 1 time slot of

duration 2𝑢 allows to solve the problem optimally. In this case,

the total traffic of 2𝑀𝑏 (1Mb per coflow) can be sent in 1𝑢 as

the capacity constraints are for the single time slot, leading

to a weighted average CCT of 1, for a possibly unfeasible rate

allocation. Thus, we obtain just a lower bound of the exact

weighted average w.r.t. the CCT under a discretization with

steps of 1 time units. In general, the model accuracy increases

with the granularity of the time discretization, i.e., the smaller

the duration of time slots, the more the model is accurate.

Also, we observe that variables 𝛾𝑘 (𝑡) ∈ [0, 1] allows finer
tuning on the effective time slot size: if coflow 2 has volume

0.5𝑀𝑏, standard models in literature predict again a weighted

average CCT of 1.5 under steps of 1 time units, whereas our

model correctly reports 0.75.

We illustrate how solutions of Model (1)-(7) look like, Fig. 2

shows a bubble plot where each line represents a flow, each

color represents a coflow and each column represents a time

slot. The size of each bubble represents the volume of traffic

sent by one flow at the associated time slot. We notice that

one coflow starts at time slot 0 and finishes at time slot 20.

Also, we observe that the optimal solution is obtained in the

class of pre-emptive schedulers, where some flows may send

part of their volume during the initial time slots, whereas the

remaining volume is sent later on thus prioritizing the flows

of some other coflow. In the example this is the case of coflows

red and orange, which complete at the end of the time horizon.

Figure 2: Example with 10 Coflows with 10 flows each.
Each line represents a flow, each basic color represents
a coflow.

4 BRANCH-AND-BENDERS-CUT
Benders decomposition [3] is a well-known method for solving

large-scale combinatorial optimization problems [2]. It consists

in decomposing the original problem into one master problem

and several sub-problems. The first-stage variables are deter-

mined by solving the master problem: the sub-problems check

whether they represent a feasible optimal solution. If not, new

constraints, called Benders cuts, are added to the master prob-

lem, and the procedure is repeated. Otherwise, it stops. When

sub-problems are linear programs, the approach is guaranteed

to converge to an optimal solution.

The Benders decomposition [3] is, generally, effective when

the number of integer variables is much smaller than the num-

ber of continuous variables. This leads to a master problem

with a much smaller dimension than the original one. In the

WCCTM problem, the number of coflows is typically much

smaller than the number of flow per coflow, i.e., |C| << 𝑛𝑘 for

all C𝑘 ∈ C. Hence, the gap between the number of integer and

continuous variables is often very high.

In this paper we develop a Branch-and-Benders-Cut (BBC)

algorithm where, in contrast with the Benders decomposition

that solves the master problem at every iteration, a single

Branch-and-Cut tree is constructed and the Benders cuts are

added during the exploration of the Branch-and-Cut tree.

Developing Branch-and-Benders-Cut algorithm for WC-

CTM allows to decouple the two types of variables, keeping the

integer variables in the master problem, and the continuous

variables in the sub-problem (1 sub-problem in our case). The

master problem selects the final time-slot for every coflow and

the sub-problem checks if all flows can be sent.

Consider an integer solution 𝑦∗ ∈ {0, 1}𝐾 . The sub-problem
is equivalent to the following linear program

min −
∑

𝐶𝑘 ∈C
𝑤𝑗

∑
𝑡∈T

Δ𝛾𝑘 (𝑡 ) (8)∑
𝑡∈T

∑
𝑝∈P𝑘 𝑗

𝑥
𝑘 𝑗
𝑝 (𝑡 ) = 1 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘 , (9)

𝛾𝑘 (𝑡 ) ≤ 𝑦∗𝑘 (𝑡 ) ∀𝑡 ∈ T, ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C. (10)∑
𝐶𝑘 ∈C

∑
𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈𝐹𝑘

∑
𝑝∈P𝑘 𝑗

:𝑙∈𝑝

𝑣𝑘 𝑗𝑥
𝑘 𝑗
𝑝 (𝑡 ) ≤ 𝑏𝑙 ∀𝑙 ∈ L, ∀𝑡 ∈ T . (11)

𝑇𝑠∑
𝑡′=𝑡

(
∑

𝑝∈P𝑘 𝑗

𝑥
𝑘 𝑗
𝑝 (𝑡 ′) − 𝑦∗𝑘 (𝑡 ′)) ≤ 0 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘 , ∀𝑡 ∈ T,

(12)∑
𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈𝐹𝑘

∑
𝑝∈P𝑘 𝑗

:𝑙∈𝑝

𝑣𝑘 𝑗𝑥
𝑘 𝑗
𝑝 (𝑡 ) ≤ (1 − 𝛾𝑘 (𝑡 ))𝑏𝑙 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑙 ∈ L, ∀𝑡 ∈ T,

(13)

0 ≤ 𝑥𝑘 𝑗 (𝑡 ) ≤ 1 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘 , ∀𝑡 ∈ T,
0 ≤ 𝛾𝑘 (𝑡 ) ≤ 1 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑡 ∈ T .

Constraints (9)-(13) are exactly the same constraints as (3)-(7)

respectively, after fixing the values of 𝑦 using 𝑦∗. The sub-

problem can be solved in a polynomial time since all variables

are continuous. The goal of the sub-problem is to check if there

exists a feasible allocation of traffic that respects the comple-

tion times of all coflows given by the master.

Let𝛼, Z , 𝜎,𝛾, \ be the dual variable vectors of the sub-problem

associated with Constraints (9), (10) (11), (12) and (13), respec-

tively. Let 𝑧 ∈ R be an additional variable representing the

objective value of the sub-problem, i.e., 𝑧 = − ∑
𝐶𝑘 ∈C

𝑤 𝑗
∑
𝑡 ∈T

Δ_𝑡
𝑗
.

3
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The master problem consists in minimizing:∑
𝐶𝑘 ∈C

𝑤𝑘Δ
∑
𝑡 ∈T

𝑡𝑦𝑘 (𝑡) + 𝑧

under Constraints (2) and the following Benders cuts:∑
𝐶𝑘 ∈C

∑
𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈𝐹𝑘

(𝛼𝑘 𝑗 −
∑
𝑡∈T

𝛾𝑘 𝑗 (𝑡 )
𝑇𝑠∑
𝑡′=𝑡

𝑦𝑘 (𝑡 ′)) −
∑
𝑡∈T

(
∑
𝑙∈L

𝜎𝑙 (𝑡 )𝑏𝑙

+
∑

𝐶𝑘 ∈C
(
∑
𝑙∈L

\𝑘
𝑙
(𝑡 )𝑏𝑙 + Z𝑘 (𝑡 )𝑦𝑘 (𝑡 ))) ≤ 𝑧 ∀(𝛼,𝛾, 𝜎, \, Z ), (14)

∑
𝐶𝑘 ∈C

∑
𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈𝐹𝑘

(𝛼𝑘 𝑗 −
∑
𝑡∈T

𝛾𝑘 𝑗 (𝑡 )
𝑇𝑠∑
𝑡′=𝑡

𝑦𝑘 (𝑡 ′)) −
∑
𝑡∈T

(
∑
𝑙∈L

�̂�𝑙 (𝑡 )𝑏𝑙

+
∑

𝐶𝑘 ∈C
(
∑
𝑙∈L

ˆ\𝑘
𝑙
(𝑡 )𝑏𝑙 + ˆZ𝑘 (𝑡 )𝑦𝑘 (𝑡 ))) ≤ 0 ∀(𝛼,𝛾, �̂�, ˆ\ ), (15)

𝑦𝑘 (𝑡 ) ∈ {0, 1} ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, ∀𝑡 ∈ T .

where (𝛼,𝛾, �̂�, ˆ\, ˆZ ) represents the extreme rays of the sub-

problem. Note that Constraints (14) are of the form 𝑔(𝑦) ≤ 𝑧
where 𝑔(𝑦) is the objective function associated to the dual

of the sub-problem (8)-(13) and non-negativity inequalities.

Constraints (15) are used in the case where the sub-problem is

unfeasible and then no Constraint (14) can be generated.

4.1 Sub-problem pre-processing
Once integer decision variables 𝑦∗ are fixed for the main prob-

lem, several pre-processing operations are possible to reduce

the size of the sub-problem, thus reducing its computational

cost. Let 𝑡∗
𝑘
be the completion time slot of coflow 𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, i.e.,

𝑦∗𝑘 (𝑡∗
𝑘
) = 1. Let 𝑡∗𝑚𝑎𝑥 = max

𝐶𝑘 ∈C
{𝑡∗
𝑘
}. The following results hold.

Proposition 1. Constraint (11) associated with time-slot
𝑡 ∈ {𝑡∗𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 1, . . . ,𝑇𝑠 } and arc 𝑙 ∈ L are redundant.

Proof. Bymultiplying every constraint (12) associatedwith

𝑡 by 𝑣𝑘 𝑗 and summing all resulting constraints, we obtain∑
𝐶𝑘 ∈C

∑
𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈𝐹𝑘

𝑇𝑠∑
𝑡 ′=𝑡

∑
𝑝∈P𝑘 𝑗

𝑣𝑘 𝑗𝑥
𝑘 𝑗
𝑝 (𝑡 ′) ≤ 0 ≤ 𝑏𝑙

Every constraint (11) associated with 𝑡 can be obtained by

summing the above inequality with the following trivial con-

straints

−𝑣𝑘 𝑗𝑥𝑘 𝑗𝑝 (𝑡 ′) ≤ 0 ∀𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, 𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘 , 𝑝 ∈ P𝑘 𝑗 , 𝑡 ′ ∈ {𝑡 + 1, . . . ,𝑇𝑠 }
and the result follows. □

Proposition 2. For all 𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, Constraints (12) associated
with 𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘 and time-slot 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡∗

𝑘
are redundant.

Proof. The upper bound of any Constraint (12) associated

with time-slot 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡∗
𝑘
is equal to 1. It follows that any Con-

straint (12) associated with time-slot 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡∗
𝑘
can be obtained

by summing Constraint (9) with trivial inequalities

−𝑥𝑘 𝑗𝑝 (𝑡 ′) ≤ 0, ∀𝑡 ′ ≤ 𝑡,∀𝑝 ∈ P𝑘 𝑗

and the result follows. □

Proposition 3. For all 𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, Constraints (12) associated
with 𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘 and time-slot 𝑡 ∈ {𝑡∗

𝑘
+ 2, . . . ,𝑇𝑠 } are redundant.

Proof. Constraint (12) associated with time-slot 𝑡 ∈ {𝑡∗
𝑘
+

2, . . . ,𝑇𝑠 } can be obtained by summing constraint (12) associ-

ated with time-slot 𝑡∗
𝑘
+ 1 and trivial inequalities

−𝑥𝑘 𝑗𝑝 (𝑡 ′) ≤ 0, ∀𝑡 ′ ∈ {𝑡∗
𝑘
+ 1, . . . , 𝑡 − 1},∀𝑝 ∈ P𝑘 𝑗

and the result follows. □

Proposition 4. Constraints (13) associated with Coflow𝐶𝑘 ∈
C, time-slot 𝑡 ∈ T \ {𝑡∗

𝑘
} and arc 𝑙 ∈ L are redundant.

Proof. By constraint (10), 𝛾𝑘 (𝑡) = 0 for all 𝑡 ∈ T \ {𝑡∗
𝑘
}.

Then Constraint (13) associated with Coflow 𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, time-

slot 𝑡 ∈ T \ {𝑡∗
𝑘
} and arc 𝑙 ∈ L can by obtained by summing

Constraint (11) associated with time-slot 𝑡 and arc 𝑙 with the

following trivial constraints

−𝑣𝑘 𝑗𝑥𝑘 𝑗𝑝 (𝑡) ≤ 0 ∀𝐶𝑘′ ∈ C \ {𝐶𝑘 }, 𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘′, 𝑝 ∈ P𝑘
′ 𝑗

and the result follows. □

Proposition 5. For all 𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, flow 𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘 and path
𝑝 ∈ P𝑘 𝑗 , variables 𝑥𝑘 𝑗𝑝 (𝑡) associated with 𝑡 ∈ {𝑡∗𝑚𝑎𝑥 +2, . . . ,𝑇𝑠 }
can be removed.

Proof. By definition,𝑦∗𝑘 (𝑡) = 0 for all 𝑡 ∈ {𝑡∗𝑚𝑎𝑥+2, . . . ,𝑇𝑠 }.
Therefore, by Constraints (12), 𝑥

𝑘 𝑗
𝑝 (𝑡) = 0 for all 𝐶𝑘 ∈ C, flow

𝑓 𝑘 𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑘 , path 𝑝 ≤ P𝑘 𝑗 and 𝑡 ∈ {𝑡∗𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 2, . . . ,𝑇𝑠 }. □

Note that, there must exists an optimal dual solution for the

sub-problem where all dual variables associated with redun-

dant constraints are equal to 0.

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present the numerical results obtained from

the compact model and BBC algorithm. The algorithms have

been implemented in C++ using Cplex 12.6 [12] as MILP-solver

on a machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-4627 v2of 3.30GHz

with 504GB RAM, running under Linux 64 bits. A maximum

of 1 thread has been used. A time limit is set to 3 hours and a

memory limit for the B&B tree is set to 5Gb.

In BBC algorithm, constraints (14) and (15) are exponential

in number. They are generated dynamically thanks to the lazy
constraint callback of Cplex. Each time an integer solution is

found for the master problem, the sub-problem is solved. If

it is feasible, an optimality Benders cut (14) is added. Other-

wise, a feasiblity Benders cut (15) is added. All Benders cuts

in the master problems are separated iteratively. In order to

avoid starting the Branch-and-Benders-Cut algorithm without

Benders cuts, some of them can be added to the first master

problem which help the convergence of the algorithm. The

procedure we propose consists in supposing that all coflows

finish before a tagged time slot 𝑡 ∈ T . Therefore, by solving

the sub-problem for each 𝑡 ∈ T , we may generate 𝑇𝑠 Benders

cuts for the master problem.

To evaluate our algorithm, we use two types of network

instances. We first consider public instances from SNDLib [18]

and the Internet Topology Zoo [13] that are a mix of real (e.g.,

Abilene, BtEurope, Geant) and synthetic networks
1
. We also

1
All instances with topology and traffic information will be made public here:

https://github.com/MagYou/coflow-scheduling-benders
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Figure 3: Numerical results on BigSwitch instances for
the CPU time and the number of branching nodes.

generate instances following the standard abstraction for data

center topologies, called the Big-Switch model [7]. This model

captures the fact that congestion only occurs at Top-of-Rack

(ToR) switches and that the core of the fabric is largely over-

provisioned [14].

More precisely, we have considered the three following

types of instances in the rest if this paper:

• Big-Switch instances, where the coflow sources are con-

nected (by arcs) to ingress ports of a Big-Switch fabric that

connects to all coflow destinations, attached to outgoing ports.

We consider several instance sizes:

− 8 ports and 64 flows : 4 coflows and 16 flows/coflow

− 12 ports and 144 flows : 8 coflows and 18 flows/coflow

− 14 ports and 196 flows : 7 and 28 flows/coflow

• SNDLib instances with the following traffic patterns:

− 30 flows : 3 coflows and 10 flows/coflow

− 50 flows : 5 coflows and 10 flows/coflow

− 60 flows: 3 coflows and 20 flows/coflow

− 100 flows flows: 5 coflows and 20 flows/coflow

• Internet Topology Zoo instances with 150 flows : 6 coflows

and 25 flows/coflow.

The length of the horizon time is set to 30 units of times. On

SNDLib and Internet Topology Zoo instances, 3 paths are com-

puted for every flow (if they exist). All coflows have been gen-

erated randomly (sources, destinations, volumes and paths).

The following figures display the comparison of the CPU

time and the number of branching nodes between the BBC

algorithm and the compact model.

Fig. 3 reports on the results of Big-Switch instances. We can

note that the compact model reaches the time limit on 60%

of the instances while the BBC algorithm reaches it on only

two instances. However the compact model generates much

less branching nodes (around 19000 in average) than the BBC

algorithm (around 550000 in average). This can be explained

by the fact that the compact model reaches the maximum

Figure 4: Optimality gaps of Varys [7] and Sincronia [1]
(state of the art heuristics) on Big-Switch instances.

time limit on all instances where it has a lower number of

branching nodes. Hence, the branching algorithm did not finish

generating all nodes. Clearly, the Branch-and-Benders-Cut

algorithm performs much better as, in practice, a small master

problem is solved at each iteration (around 910 Benders cuts

are generated on average at the end of the optimization).

Fig. 4 compares the optimality gaps for state of the art

heuristic algorithms such as Varys [7] and Sincronia [1] on Big-

Switch instances. As we can see the gap for Varys is quite high,

26.17% in average, while it is much lower for Sincronia, 6.18%

in average. While the exact method based on Benders can be

used in practice on some of the instances with a reasonable run-

ning time, it can also be used to evaluate heuristic algorithms

for benchmarking and assess their relative performance.

Figure 5: Numerical results on SNDLib instances for the
CPU time and the number of branching nodes.

Fig. 5 shows results on SNDLib instances. We can observe

that the BBC algorithm did not reach the time limit while

the compact model reaches it on 5 instances. The number of

branching nodes generated by the BBC algorithm is slightly

higher than for the compact model (for the same reason as

for Big-Switch instances) since it is around 3500 nodes on

average for the BBC algorithm and around 1500 in average for

the compact model. The number of Benders cuts generated is

5
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Figure 6: Numerical results on Internet Topology Zoo in-
stances for the CPU time and the number of branching
nodes.

also small over all the instances since it is around 600 cuts in

average.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the results for the Internet Topology

Zoo instances with 150 flows. We can see that the BBC algo-

rithm gives better results since the compact model reaches

the time limit multiple times. Similarly to previous instances,

the number of generated nodes in slightly higher for the BBC

algorithm. The number of generated Benders cuts is around

2700 cuts on average.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed exact solution methods for

the Weighted Coflow Completion Time Minimization prob-

lem, which is NP-hard. The literature on coflows has mostly

addressed heuristics and approximation algorithms, and exact

solution methods are not discussed in depth to the best of the

authors’ knowledge. We have proposed a new compact model

for the CCTM problem and a Branch-and-Benders-Cut algo-

rithm has been developed which decouples continuous and

integer variables. This decomposition permits to pre-process

every sub-problem and remove a significant number of use-

less constraints and variables in advance. Our computational

results indicate that the Branch-and-Benders-Cut algorithm

for he CCTM improves significantly the CPU time compared

to the compact model and thus represents an important contri-

bution to assess the relative performance of coflow schedulers

existing in the coflow literature.
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